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It’s been a long, cold, lonely 

winter

Block Scheduling: Uncovered
Block scheduling has had mainly a poor reputation amongst conventional public school 
kids. It’s one of  the ways students discern ParHigh from Votech. ParHigh students will 
say to Votech students that they could never sit through more than forty four minutes of  
one class. Now that ParHigh is looking ahead to possible block scheduling, there are a lot 
of  rumors being thrown around. This article paints a better picture of  what block sched-
uling would look like at PHS, straight from the source himself: the great Dr. Mulroony.

 “The main reason it’s still a rumor is because we’re at least a year and a half  away from 
putting it into effect,” he says. According to Dr. Mulroony, block scheduling is projected 
to start in the 2019-20 school year - when our current sophomores are seniors. So what 
do these underclassmen have to look forward to? Take a look:

*View this chart in color in the e-version of  the Drumbeat on the school website!

Dr. Mulroony used this schedule as an example. An average student would have seven 
periods in a day, each period only six minutes longer than they are now - fifty minutes. On 
the first day, Monday, they would have six classes from a total of  eight. The next day, they 
would drop two of  those classes and two they didn’t take on Monday would be intro-
duced into the schedule on Tuesday. Then another two classes that the student had on 
both Monday and Tuesday would drop and one of  classes that was dropped from Mon-
day to Tuesday would join back in on Wednesday. This schedule starts and ends on an A 
Day, so next week would start on a B Day and end on a B Day. The cycle would continue 
for the rest of  the school year. This type of  block scheduling (did you know there’s more 
than one type?) is called a Rotating Drop schedule.

It’s better to visualize it than explain it, but not just with the way classes would be sched-
uled. Look - everyday has a guaranteed lunch. “In the social/emotional sense, kids need a 
break. This gives everyone 50 minutes to decompress. Everyone’s going to have a friends 
to sit with, you can meet with clubs at that time, and you can have study groups, you can 
go to a seminar… student council meeting would be at lunch not during class anymore. 
You can do all these things that you can’t do when not everyone has the same lunch,” Dr. 
M says. And he has plans for how that will work; a schoolwide lunch period isn’t easy to 
pull off. They’re thinking of  using the Gym as an extra cafeteria, and serving pizza and 
sandwiches in the hall over there as well. Think about it - when there’s no class going on, 
that frees up a lot more space around the school, because there’s no class to disrupt. Dr. 
M emphasized that there are still plenty of  logistics to work out. That’s why these plans 
aren’t being put into place anytime soon. 

Take a look at the schedule again. Where’s the lab period? Dr. M has an answer for that 
too: “Science wouldn’t be attached to gym anymore because we would take labs out of  
the lunch periods. It would be easier to make schedules for teachers and students because 
science and gym don’t have to be right next to each other. But even though you have to 
sacrifice some of  your lunch, you still have 25 minutes to eat, which is more than kids get 
now, plus it only happens once every four days.” So for so many of  those at PHS eager to 
take all different kinds of  science, you don’t have to give up a lunch or a free period to 

double up. And if  you’re not that fond of  Phys Ed and you look forward to your lab days, 
there’s still one day out of  the week you won’t take it with the rotating schedule. 

“It would be easier to make schedules for teachers and students because science and P.E. 
don’t have to be right next to each other,” he adds. So many scheduling issues pop up 
where classes have to be scheduled around lab days and P.E. periods. As a result, a por-
tion of  students at PHS don’t always get to take the classes they want because it conflicts 
with something else they needed in their schedule. Without the requirement that lab be 
glued to P.E., there’s more freedom to schedule classes in a way that puts students in the 
classes they want, so chances are if  you keep requesting that one elective you’ve always 
wanted to try, you’re bound to get it in one of  your four years. 

But a lot of  students at PHS are thinking: why do we need such change? We’re a great 
school as it is, so what is the reasoning behind such a seemingly radical idea? “There’s 
that old addage, ‘If  it ain’t broke don’t fix it,’ and I don’t think we’re broken, you know?” 
Mulroony explains, “We’re a top 50 school in onte of  the top three states in the nation, in 
the best nation in the world. I think we’re doing great, but why not look at something and 
make it better? The schools that have made these changes are all over the top 100 in New 
Jersey and the top three schools in the state according to NJ Monthly do this too. And 
their academic stats stayed the same, but they said that everything else got better. The 
school climate got better, student attitudes got better, and I think I school climate is still 
good but why not try to make it better?”

Article continued on Page 3.
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I had intended to write this article about how much I detest winter. I
was going to outline, in lurid and explicit detail, all the various
ways that the months of  January, February and March are utterly
repugnant. However, I don’t think that this is the article I should be
writing tonight. Maybe, in the midst of  another cruddy winter, we
could all use some optimism.

To be specific, I was at the Girls Basketball Banquet tonight, and I
was inspired to take a more positive approach. It’s hard to watch
Coach Brian DiMaulo speak about his team and not feel good about
things. It is so obvious that he genuinely cares about his players,
from the most talented to the least experienced, and truly wants them
to be successful. DiMaulo takes great measures, from kind words to gag
gifts, to make sure they all feel special at the banquet. And he
succeeds. It is clear from the words of  his players that the feelings
are reciprocated.

You may not know this, but our school has a tremendous Robotics Team.
The Redbots consist of  an extremely dedicated and intelligent group of
technology enthusiasts. Led by Aneesh Kakirde, they put in long hours
to design, program and build a robot which they enter into various
competitions. One thing they do (in addition to bring home lots of
medals) is give me a call after their competitions. I know that
whenever the phone rings and it’s Mrs. Effner and the Redbots
collectively screaming into the phone telling me they were successful
again. It’s pretty awesome.

There are lots of  terrific things to be excited about people.

Last week Central Middle School put on the play The Wizard of  Oz in
our auditorium. Multiple students from the PHS Drama Club donated
countless hours and days helping the cast and crew with the
performance. Not only were they volunteering their time, they were
voluntarily spending time with middle schoolers (which some say is the
ultimate sacrifice).

Isn’t this what it’s all about? Doing things you love. Making people
feel good about themselves. Spending time with the people you care
about. Seeing the good things in life (no matter how big or small).

Last week I emailed the students to solicit letters to send to
Stoneman Douglas High School, and I got tons of  letters from RedHawks
who wanted to send their support to others teenagers who need it right
now (Thanks to everyone who wrote).  Huge thing.

Just tonight, for example. The classic 1980s movie Goonies was on TV.
I was ecstatic, and it was awesome as ever. #gooniesneversaydie.
Little thing.

A few months ago Stephanie Shen organized a Service Night where
representatives from The Thirst Project came to speak about the global
water crisis. Since then, she, along with some friends, has raised
almost $4,000 to help build a water well in Swaziland, Africa (You can
still help out or donate if  you like). Global thing.

This school is full of  difference-making, kind-hearted, do-gooding
students and staff. As we suffer through an execrable and unholy
winter (did I mention I loathe winter?), stay positive and look for
the good things going on. If  you can’t find any, create some.

I leave you with one last pick-me-up. This one is a quote my daughter
chose for a Martin Luther King Jr. Project at school and it resonated
with me. “We may all have come on different ships, but we’re in the
same boat now.”

Spring is only a few weeks away people....  Stay strong.

Hey PHS!

               Second semester is well underway and we have just about 4 months of  school 
left! This means that we are more than halfway through the year! Yes!  However, as 
June creeps up we all tend to come down with several illnesses such as Senioritis and 
Summeritis. It is important to keep working hard and to look forward to incredibly fun 
events coming up! Events such as the Hills vs High Volleyball Tournament (SPIKE), 
Junior Dinner, Prom, Powderpuff  and Redstock will certainly get you through the next 
couple of  months of  homework and waking up at the crack of  dawn. 

Here are some quotes to motivate you during this second semester:

“There is no elevator to success. You have to take the stairs.” ~Zig Ziglar 
“MISTAKES are proof  that you are TRYING” ~Samantha Snyder
“Just keep swimming, just keep swimming.” ~Dory Finding Nemo 
“Procrastination is the thief  of  time” ~ Edward Young 

From the Desk of Dr. 
Mulroony:

From the Desk of 
Stu Co. President:

Patience
Hey PHS - welcome to second semester! Summer is so close… but so far away. 
Don’t worry though, there are several ways to make it bearable until June arrives. 
Come see the band and choir perform on the evening of  March 7th for the an-
nual March Concert. It’s going to be a great show! A few days after, interact with 
our peers at the Hills on March 9th for the Multicultural Dinner - find a mem-
ber of  ERASE club for details and tickets. It’ll be a great way to kick off  the 
long weekend. And don’t forget that the musical will be running in the evenings 
from the 22nd to the 24th. The show this year is Nice Work if  You Can Get It 
featuring music by America’s favorite composer… Gershwin! Keep up with these 
March events and Spring Break will be here before you know it. 
AP review season is coming up, which means added stress on juniors and 
seniors. But guess what? Starbucks is finally open! Utilize that long conference ta-
ble to gather study groups for evening and weekend review sessions, or convene 
in smaller groups in the benches along the windows for easier access to outlets 
(they’re built into the benches, if  you haven’t noticed). You can also use this new 
Starbucks as an opportunity to try new drinks - as a coffee drinker, I recommend 
Caramel Macchiato for something sweet, or a Flat White if  you’re not into sugar. 
And if  you’re not into coffee, they make a mean Earl Grey tea, or you can try the 
Strawberry Açai Refresher for a cold drink on those warmer days. Don’t forget 
to grab a cake pop - they change character based on the season!
If  the lines in Starbucks are too long, try the one in our new Target! It’s sched-
uled to open this month but we’ll see if  that holds any water… Anyway congrats 
to all the PHS students who scored jobs at the new location. I’m sure we’ll be 
visiting constantly to say hello and also buy 10 things while we’re there that we 
didn’t necessarily want but as soon as we crossed the threshold each of  us felt a 
strange urgency to spend money. Target-goers know that you don’t go to Target 
for things you need - you go to Target and Target tells you what you need. But 
hey - what better way to pass remaining months left in the school year than with 
some cool new stuff. Refresh your locker with some decorations, update your 
pencil case if  your current one is looking worn-out, or if  you’ve got a car, try 
one of  those solar-powered bobble things you can put in the window. Just don’t 
get distracted while you’re driving!
But out of  all the students at PHS, second semester will undoubtedly be the 
hardest for the seniors, who (I can speak from personal experience) are just itch-
ing to graduate. Even our parking spots are looking like they’re on their way out. 
There’s still so much left to do, though! Decision Day is still two months away, 
admissions results are still rolling in, and Prom weekend is barely booked. We 
just have to keep in mind that good things come to those who wait and trust that 
second semester won’t be too hard to trudge through. Remember that you can 
be UNaccepted from a college, and that grades count for scholarships too! Don’t 
worry - before you know it, it’ll be 90 degrees and the sun will be beating down 
on us through our red and gray gowns. We just have to stick it out a little longer. 
Hang in there PHS! Patience is a virtue!



Totem
Parsippany High School’s Literature & Arts Magazine is currently accepting 
submissions.

Every Spring we publish a 40 page full color glossy magazine featuring the 
best of student generated art and  poetry.

Go down in history and let your voice be heard.

Submissions can be sent to:
ihearttotem@gmail.com.

Submit today!

    These Crazy Kids:
A New Generation Comes of  Age

Generation Z: according to the latest Census, that’s us. Anyone born from 1997-2016 is not 
a Millennial, but an entirely new generation, part of  a larger instagramming, yellow-wearing, 
individuality-seeking group of  people. There are plenty of  articles - positive and negative 
- on the internet written by people older than us who are commenting on our lives as we 
come of  age in this world. They’re analyzing the world we’ve grown up in, what events in 
history have shaped us, what trends are influencing us, but rarely are they ever stopping to 
ask us how we’re managing it all. And we deserved to be asked, “How are you holding up?” 
Because a lot of  the time, our signature sunshiny yellow isn’t quite an accurate representation 
of  what we’re going through.
    We’ve grown up in a world where we put the best versions of  our lives out on display, 
and consume the same from everyone we consume information from. No one posts their 
#nomakeup selfie without finding just the right lighting and angle to make it look equal to 
any of  the other pictures they post. No one rinstas their true feelings, instead saving various 
rants of  pent-up anger and frustration for the finsta crowd. No one is ever able to say to you 
in person what they say to you in pixels. Our profiles are portfolios we present to the world, 
claiming they’re pure and accurate depictions of  our lives, portraying perfection in every 
post. In our captions, we quote the poets of  our time - Kanye, Halsey, Post Malone - posing 
as profound. In reality, we are still teenagers. We feel the same gray gloom as the emo kids of  
the 00s. We’re still as irrational and rebellious as the punks of  the 90s. And our hearts break 
just as easily as the romantics of  the 80s. 
    No one posts the setbacks, losses, or struggles they overcome on a day-to-day basis. Our 
pain is silent, and when we dare give it a voice we suffer more in a numerical value. People 
are less likely to hit like on a topic that makes them uncomfortable, less likely to comment on 
a struggle that isn’t shared, and less likely to follow someone who is always broadcasting mis-
ery. And the same behavior bleeds into real life - we don’t talk about what’s going through 
our heads because we think no one wants to know. We laugh it off, not wanting to be the 
one sending out the bad vibes. It’s all good vibes and peace signs in our profile pictures but 
behind our faces there’s an uncertainty. 
The majority of  GenZ hasn’t grown up yet. We’re still kids, we’re still figuring it out, we’re 
still struggling, and that’s okay. Just because you don’t see it on social media, doesn’t mean 
it’s not happening, but that’s easy to forget when you’re consuming perfection 24/7 and 
experiencing it once in a million moments. It’s easy to forget that everyone hurts the same as 
you when your feed is full of  nothing but smiles. It’s easy to forget that people have weak-
nesses when all they’re doing is highlighting their strengths. We all go to school, flunk tests, 
have bad days, get overwhelmed, but no one seems to express that on a deeper level than a 
fleeting complaint phrased wittily and designed to get a quick like before others scroll past. 
So what does that say about us? We’re incredibly resilient, for one. The thing about GenZ is 
that we don’t really know a world that’s any different. Our reality is not the same as the Mil-
lennial’s or GenX’s, or especially the Boomers. But the best part about our generation is the 
ability to cultivate our own worlds, to live in them without even having to take a single step. 
We find our little corners of  the internet to come back to when our immediate social media 
doesn’t match what we feel, because we’ve grown up to be resourceful like that. We’re able 
to find something we love and devote our whole energy to it because we can - we have both 
the will and the way. That’s why when you ask us if  we’re okay, we’re going to tell you we’re 
just fine. You don’t have to worry about us. Social media is both isolating and integrating, 
for better and worse, but we choose to make it for the better. When we feel alone we just 
use it as a tool to encourage ourselves to branch out and find new outlets. Like I said - we’re 
resilient. That’s where our signature yellow shines through. 
 With our tools, we become the greatest networkers, researchers, and creators the world has 
ever seen. We get to choose the flow of  information we take in. We have the resources to 
communicate our thoughts and feelings to billions of  people, to enact real change with a few 
taps of  our fingers, to know as much or as little as we want. We make our identities through 
the things we learn and like on the internet. Whether we like it or not, our actions are always 
public - a lesson we have to figure out ourselves as we grow up in this new world. We’re not 
always going be able to feel those good vibes everyone’s putting out, but we know that they’ll 
always be there, and that’s enough.

Block (continued)
That’s how much the staff  at PHS cares. That’s the example they want to set for 
us. You can never stop improving, refining, striving for something better. It’s the 
classic PHS mentality that we see everywhere in our school - in the classrooms, on 
the fields and courts, in the studios, and in the music rooms and auditorium. 

It’s not only that, though. “Academically we feel it prepares kids better for college 
because you have less classes per day, and your teachers are going to require long-
term assignments because they won’t see you for a while. So you have to do some 
long-term planning which is a college skill,” Dr. M says. The new block scheduling 
isn’t identical to that of  a typical college student, but it’s more like a mix of  what 
a Parsippany student would experience in middle school and what they would 
experience in college. It’s more of  a smooth transition, but not just in scheduling. 
It also improves the quality of  learning too. “We feel like it gives you more time to 
collaborate - especially in electives. Now you have fifty minutes to really get into 
that painting you’re working on, that shared inquiry you’re working on.” Just like in 
college, students can spend more time on the topics that matter to them, and have 
more time to work through and try to understand the topics they struggle with. 

The proof  is in the pudding. Not only does Dr. M have the reports to back it up, 
he’s witnessed firsthand other schools in the area that have undergone the same 
change. In the past, the district has gathered people to look at Madison High 
School, as well as Governor Livingston High School. Most recently, a group of  
students and staff  went to visit Mount Olive High School to spend time with their 
rotating block scheduling. Dr. M thinks the students liked it, even though when he 
told him his ideas initially they reacted negatively. The students did not respond to 
a request for comment on this article. 

“It’s rare that both sides of  town - the Hills and the High - agree,” Dr. M says, 
“But this is something we’re both really excited about.” Block scheduling seemed 
scary to most students probably because it was ambiguous, and no one really knew 
that much about it. Having gathered more information, it’s not that upsetting 
anymore. In fact, it probably has more pros than cons compared to our current 
scheduling system. Imagine a school where you always have lunch, you never have 
to worry about whether you’ll have friends in your free periods, have enough time 
for your favorite classes, and still get to leave at 2:20 in the afternoon. That school 
isn’t that far away from becoming a reality for PHS. “We need to take out time. 
We need tables. We still need to make some decisions about classes and policies - 
but it’s pretty cool,” Dr. Mulroony states in one of  his closing comments, and it 
sounds like he’s right. Block scheduling will be pretty cool.  

PHS Seeks Successful 
Students
Attention Students!

Invitations are being sent out to Juniors who qualify for the National Honor Society. 
Please keep an eye on your email for very important apllication documents.

Freshmen and Sophomores: In order to qualify for NHS you will need to accumulate at 
least 100 hours of  community service. Don’t wait. Get started earning those hours today. 

See Mr. Reidinger or Mrs. Belarmino if  you have any questions
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With much Love, The Drumbeat staff. 

Maybe You?
If you are interested in 
joining the Drumbeat 
Staff, come on out and 
say hello.  Meetings are 
every Tuesday in room 
612.
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